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A thermal/hydraulic analysis of the check valves in liquid sodium service
for LHJF2R plants is required to provide temperature data for thermal stress
analysis of the valves for specified transient conditions. Because of the
complex three-dimensional flow pattern within the valve, the heat transfer
analysis techniques for less complicated shapes could not "be used. This
paper discusses the thermal analysis techniques used to assure that the
valve stress analysis is conservative. These techniques include a method
for evaluating the recirculating flow patterns and for selecting appropriately conservative heat transfer correlations in various regions of the
valve.

Tlirr. report was prepared .1* an au-:iir:t of w.vk |
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LIST 0? SYMBOLS
A .

=

area of a flat plate projected on a cavity, m~

A
w

=

total area of cavity walls, m

D

=

inside diameter of a pipe, m

2..

=

inner diameter of an annulus, in

T>

=

outer diameter of an annulus, m

f

=

multiplicative factor in equation (11)

g..

=

_2
body force per unit mass, m-s

h

=

heat transfer coefficient, V«m~2-°C~1

h ,
?XP

=

heat transfer coefficient for a flat plate urojected onto a
_2 o -1
cavity, W«a • C

h

=

heat transfer coefficient on a cavity wall, V«m~~«°C~

K..

=

distributed resistance coefficient, m

L

=

length of entrance region, m

Nu

=

Nusselt number, dimensionless

=

entrance region Nusselt number, dimensionless

Nu^

=

fully developed flow Nusselt number, dimensionless

p

=

pressure, Pa

Pe

=

Peclet number, dimensionless

Pr

=

Prandtl number, dimensionless

q.

=

r.

=

2 -2
specific turbulence energy, m «s
_p
distributed resistance, ni.s

P.. .

=

Reynolds stress, ?a

u., u.
i
J

=

velocity components, m»s

Nu_

n

:c. , :c.
*
3

a

=
=

2

linear spatial dimension, a
factor in correlation (3), dimensionless
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
a-,

=

dissipation coefficient, turbulent parameter in equation O U ) J
dimens i onl e s s

g

=

factor in correlation (3)> dimensionless

Y

=

factor in correlation (3)» dimensionless

Y ,y =
1 2

relative diffusivity coefficients, turbulent parameters in
equation 05)» dimensionleas

vx

=

Kronecker delta, dimen.sion.less

e

=

2 -1
eddy momentum diffusivity, m *s

v

=

molecular momentum diffusivity, m 2 -s-1

i

=

ratio of heat transfer on a projected flat plate to heat
transfer on a cavity'wall, dimensionless

f

=

average value of the ratio of thermal eddy diffusivity to
momentum eddy diffusivity, dimensionless

a

=

turbulent kinematic viscosity, m~«s

ij
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INTRODUCTION
The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) will be thefirst major U.S.
demonstration plant of a large size, liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR)
power plant. Multiple and redundant safeguards against overheating of the reactor
are an integral feature of the plant design (1) . The reactor is cooled by liquid
sodium in three loops. Each of these three loops in turn transfers the heat
removed from the reactor to intermediate loops also carrying liquid sodium.

The

intermediate sodium loops then transfer this heat to steam/water loops which eventually use the energy obtained to drive a steam turbine and generate electrical
power.

The sodium coolant passing through the reactor is driven by the action of

three primary sodium pumps. Although the three loops are essentially independent,
the three coolant streams affect each other in the reactor core itself.

In the

event of a trip of one of the primary pumps and a loss of flow in that loop, the
remaining two operational pumps would tend to reverse the flow of coolant from the
idle loop and attempt to drive the tripped pump like a turbine.
permitted.

This cannot be

In order to prevent this from occurring, the system design includes

a tilting disc check valve in the cold leg of each of the three primary cooling
loops.

A failure of the pump in that loop and the resultant inception of reverse

flow would cause the check valve disc to move toward a closed position.

TJumbers in parentheses refer to the List of References at the end of the paper.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)

Previous work (2) describes the behavior and operation of this type of valve
under both forward and reverse flow conditions.

This paper describes the heat

transfer and related analysis performed to aid the thermal stress analysis of
uhese valves and thereby assure the structural integrity of the valve under a
variety of specified transient events.

VALVE DESCRIPTION AND THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS APPROACH
Figure 1 is a schematic of the CR3RP check valve. Each of the three
valves is constructed of type 301; stainless steel and is butttwelded into the
0.610m (21; inch) return piping between the intermediate heat exchanger and the
reactor.

The valve features a tilting disc which during normal forward flow

operation is limited to a maximum open angle of 36

from the vertical. At the

lowest normal foward flow, natural circulation in the primary loop, the disc
will be located near its free hang angle of 13.1+ . Plows lower than the natural
circulation flow will occur only if a pump has failed and a flow coastdown
toward impending reverse flow is in progress. As the disc approaches its seat,
the disc closure from an angle of 6° down to zero is slowed by an orificecontrolled dashpot (the dashpot is not shown in Pig-ore 1). The dashpot is
designed to prevent excessively rapid closures andf therefore5 to prevent excessively high fluid hammer transient pressures.
The shape of the valve body, the presence of the disc, the location of the
dashpot and a large welded access opening with a vent nozzle

complicate the

flow patterns even during normal foward flow conditions as shown on Figure 1.
The flow is straight-through from the inlet piping through the inlet passage
leading to the disc.

As the flow nears the disc, some of the flow will be
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VAL7E DESCRIPTION AND TSE5MAL STRESS ANALYSIS APPROACH (Continued)
deflected by the disc and form a symmetrical recirculating flow that passes
under and then circumferentially around the inlet passage. This flow
passes over the top of the disc to rejoin the main flow stream beyond the disc
then leaves the valve and enters the downstream piping.

The access open-

ing and vent nozzle are welded in place except when removed for repairs and maintenance during shutdown periods.

The flow in these areas will "be characterized by

large, for the access opening, and small, for the vent nozzle, recirculation
zones.
The thermal stress analysis of the valve required calculation of heat
t'ransfer coefficients and specification of sodium temperatures during certain
transient events. Because of the complicated flow patterns in the valve, the
thermal analysis of the valve structure was subdivided into smaller regions,
each characterized or dominated by one particular type of convective heat
transfer mechanism.

In those regions where alternative heat transfer mech-

anisms could be postulated, the most conservative one was used.

In general,

(with tl.e outside surface of the inlet pipe as a notable exception) the most
conservative mechanism was the one that gave the highest heat transfer
coefficients and therefore most rapidly transmitted sharp changes in fluid
temperature to the valve structure. The task of the structural analysis was
then to verify the ability of the valve to withstand a specified number of
certain types of thermal cycles. The configuration of the valve suggested
that the computerized thermal stress analysis of the valve be performed by
subdividing the valve into four major sections. Each section was then considered to be influenced over limited regions, as shown on the Figures 2, 3> U?
and 5» by one type of convective heat transfer mechanism.

For specified trans-

ients, the convective heat transfer coefficients were supplied for each region.
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LINEARISATION OF TRANSIENT FLOW AND FLUID TEMPERATURE DATA
Prior to the actual analysis, a histogram giving frequency versus severity
of transients (as determined by the rate and duration of the most severe temperature change during the event) was developed from the design specification.
Similar events in terms of their most severe temperature changes were conservatively placed within a single group that was as severe as the most severe event
included in the group.

This technique provided a method for evaluating the

adequacy of the structure for all specified transients within the framework of
an increased frequency but smaller number of separate events. Typically these
groups could be characterized as the most severe upshock (rapid increase in
temperature), the most severe downshock (rapid decrease in temperature), and
the most severe combination of both upshoclc and downshock.
In order to provide a tractable amount of data for the structural analysis,
the curves of sodium temperature and flow rate through the valve as functions
of time for specified transient conditions were linearized.

The curves

were approximated by limited numbers of discrete temperature and flow rate
points that if connected by straight lines gave a close description of the
actual curve. Portions of the curves characterized by sharp and fluctuating
changes in slope within small time spans required closely spaced points. However, many lengthy portions existed where slope changes were infrequent and
therefore easily described by widely spaced points. Most of the sharp temperature changes usually occurred within the first 1200 seconds of an event. A
typical case required about 20 points for an accurate description.
One characteristic of the transient descriptions
was that the points needed to linearize the temperature curve did not generally
coincide with the points needed to linearize the flow curve. To simplify the
calculation of heat transfer coefficients, the flow curve points alone were used
to establish the points for linearized curves of heat transfer coefficient versus
time.

The temperature variations were considered to have only a secondary
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LINEARIZATION 0? TRANSIENT PLOW AND FLUID TEMPERATURE DATA (Continued)
effect, through variation of fluid properties, on the value of the local heat
transfer coefficients. However the temperature points were considered to be of
equal, if not primary importance, in the input to the structural analysis work.
Therefore both linearized sets of data, heat transfer coefficients versus time
based on the linearized flow curves, and the fluid temperature versus time were
supplied.

The preponderant effect of flow on heat transfer coefficient as com-

pared to that of temperature permitted the structural analysis to safely interpolate linearly in the heat transfer coefficient data to obtain coefficients
corresponding to the linearized temperature data points.

EBAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS
Table 1 lists the heat transfer correlations used for the regions shown on
Figures 2 through 5»

(Most of the correlations cited in the table were taken

from Reference (3) which provides an excellent collection of liquid metal heat
transfer information.)

Correlation (1) is obtained from a solution for fully

developed turbulent flow in a pipe. This situation does not occur anywhere within the valve where a pipe flow correlation is most appropriate.

The flow into

the valve is disturbed by the presence of an elbow only about 6 diameters upstream of the valve inlet. Consequently, the heat transfer coefficients based
on correlation (1) were modified using correlation (2) which accounts for the
effects of developing flow.
The region around the outside of inlet passage is subject to both a reverse
axial flow and a circumferential flow (the analysis used to determine the velocity distribution in this region is described later).

A conservative stress

analysis in this region results from the use of the heat transfer correlation
that gives the lowest reasonable heat transfer coefficient.

The combination of

a high heat transfer coefficient on the inside of the inlet passage and a lower
heat transfer coefficient on the outside of the inlet passage increases the
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TABLE 1:

HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS
APPLICABLE REGION

CORRELATION

FIG. NO.

= 5.0 + 0.025Pe0.8

(1)

(2)
(3)

. j.6

Nu

(3)

local

(2)

Nu

Nu

REGION NO.
(1)

REF. NO.
(3)

(3,4,5,6)
(1)

(4)

(3)

(3,4,5,6)

(2)

(2,4,6)

(2)

(2,4,6)

(3)

(2)

(7)

(4)

(3)

(1,2)

(4)

(1,2)

(5)

(1)

(2)

(3,5)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(5)

(2,3)
(3)

where a = 4.32 + 0.6S7(_£)

(3)

3 = 0.0222
D O v0.053
- 0.758(^2)
ii> = 1 -

1.82

(4)

Nu = 4.98 + 0.662(_2)

(5)

Nu = 0.42Pe

(6)

0.65

Nu = 1.13Pe 0.5

(8)

Nu = 5.0

(5)

(9)

h

(2)

(8,9,10)

(3)

(7,8,9)

(4)

(10)

Nu = a
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(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12)

(5)

(4,5,6)

(2)

(11)

(3)

HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS (Continued)
transient thermal stresses across the wall during periods of rapidly varyingfluid temperatures.

The correlation that was used for the outside of the inlet

passage, correlation (3), satisfies the criteria for the conservative stress
analysis.

Correlation (3) is appropriate for annular flow, using the reverse

axial velocities, and gives lower heat transfer coefficients than any reasonable correlation that might have been used for the somewhat higher circumferential velocities in this region.

In correlation (3), the hydraulic diameter of

an annulus was used as the characteristic dimension in the Nusselt and Feclet
numbers.

The momentum diffusivity ratio U M /v) appearing in this correlation is

function of Reynolds number and geometry.
tions appear in Reference 3•

Curves suitable for design calcula-

The theoretical background and derivation of re-

lationships for the momentum diffusivity ratio are given in Seference(9 )• If
the thermal-to-momentum diffusivity ratio, i>, became negative, the
ratio was set equal to zero. For some very low flow rates, the Nusselt number
obtained from correlation (3) was calculated to be lower than would exist by
molecular conduction alone.

In those cases correlation (1+), which was derived

from the basic heat transfer equations for molecular conduction only, was used.
Correlation (5) was used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficients in
regions where the flow was better described as flow over a flat plate rather
than flow in a pipe. This was the case near regions of a recirculating flow
where circumferential flow was expected.

The Nusselt and Peclet numbers were

then based on an estimate of the average path length of a circumferential flow
along the valve wall.

This technique gave conservatively high values for the

heat transfer coefficient.
Correlation (6) was used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficients over
the sides of the seat ring surface. Becuase of the flow recirculation in this
region, a conservative estimate for the coefficient is obtained by assuming
that reverse axial flow here behaves similarly to flow over a sphere. On these
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EBAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS (Continued)
surfaces, as indicated earlier for the outer surface of the inlet passage
itself, a conservative stress analysis results if the lowest reasonable value
of heat transfer coefficient is chosen. The combination of rapid response on
the inner pipe surface and a slower response on the outer pipe surface provides
a more severe loading condition for the thermal stress analysis. The characteristic length for correlation (£•) was taken as the outcrr diameter of the seat
ring.
Correlation (7) was used to evaluate heat transfer coefficients where
stationary recirculation regions were expected as in the access opening and in
the vent nozzle.

The flat plate coefficients needed in correlation (?) were

obtained from correlation (5). ISie area ratio, as suggested in Reference (5),
was considered a reasonable approximation for a mixing length ratio required
for the correlation.

The heat transfer ratio, <J>, required in correlation (7)

was obtained from a curve of the heat transfer ratio versus mi:d.ng length ratio
given in Reference(5)• For the smaller vent nozzle opening, there existed the
possibility that molecular conduction alone would give a higher coefficient
than the convective correlation.
bility.

Correlation (8) was used to check this possi-

The heat transfer regions listed in Table 1 for correlation (9) repre-

sented the outer, insulated surface of the valve or arbitrary breaks between
valve model subdivisions.

In these regions, the heat transfer coefficient was

set equal to zero (adiabatic boundary condition).
for the edge of the inlet passage.

Correlation (10) was used

As discussed below, the coefficient in this

region was evaluated by treating it as a rearward facing step in the entrance
region of a pipe.

In application to this heat transfer region, correlation (10)

became identical to correlation (i) as modified by correlation (2) when f=1 and "='..
Because of the complex geometry that might be seen in future valve designs,
a more general approach nay be used to develop liquid metal correlations fron
more common liquid (non-metal) heat transfer correlations.
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It is noted that

HEAT THAU5F5R CORRELATIONS (Continued)
liquid metal correlations are typically of the form:
Nu = a + b{^p e ) C

(10)

The first term on the right hand side of this equation represents a molecular
conduction contribution for a liquid metal that is not normally seen in a nonmetallic liquid correlation.

The second term represents the turbulent eddy

contribution which is normally seen in a non-metallic liquid correlation.

One

niay reason that the enhancement or reduction, seen in the heat transfer of a
non-metallic liquid from flow disturbances should also be seen in
similar proportion in a liquid metal if only the hydrodynamic part of the liquid
metal correlation is considered.

Although the liquid metal has vastly different

conduction properties, its hydrodynamic behavior in turbulent flow and the
effect of flow disturbances is not greatly different from that seen with more
typical liquids. Cne car. there-"ore modify equation (10) to appear as:
Nu - a + fb(£pe)C

(11)

The multiplicative factor f can be used to modify known liquid metal correlations,
if the effect of a flow disturbances on the basic flow pattern, for example a
pipe bend in a generally straight pipe, is known from ordinary liquid studies.
The technique of using1 multiplicative factors to develop correlations from
a basic flow pattern for a disturbed flow pattern has been successfully used
before.

Reference (6) uses this procedure to give the factor f for a curved pipe

in terms of the radius cf curvature, pipe radius, and Reynolds Number.

Although

the example cited (6) provides a multiplicative factor for friction, this can be
extended to that part of the liquid metal Nusselt number correlation that depends
on hydrodynamics alone.
and rearward

Similar multiplication factors for cavities and forward

facing steps may be found in References (1CO, (11 \

and (12).

The sane concept can also be used for a surface with proturbulences.

It

should be noted that the factor '!| in equation (11) accounts for the effect of
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HSAT TRAKSP5R CORRELATIONS (Continued)
differing thermal and moment-am eddy diffusivities for liquid metals and has been
retained in equation (11). The factor f would account only for flow pattern disturbances which in ordinary liquid correlations have similar effects on both
heat transfer and friction.

Therefore either friction or heat transfer data for

disturbed flows of ordinary liquids could be used to evaluate the factor f.

A

frequently encountered example of this technique i 3 in the evaluation of heat
transfer in a cavity or near steps where f typically is of the order of 0.5.
In the; analyses described previously for the access opening and for the vent
nozsle an available closed fcrm correlation was used, except
inlet passage

for the edge of the

(Region "•' of Figure 2) where f was taxen tc be "".O in order to

give a conservatively high heat transfer coefficient due to additional turbulances
created cy the presence cf the disc assembly.
SODIUM FLOW DISTRIBUTION

A modified version of a computer program, iziown as YARR-II (7) capable of
handling turbulent flows was used to evaluate the portion cf the flow that recirculates
around and over the inlet flow passage after striking the disc.

The con-outer

program uses a numerical method tc calculate multi-diaensional, axisymmetric, timedependent, turbulent flows with small density variations.
is based on the simplified marker-and-cell (SHAC method.

The solution techniaue
It allows for a variety

of initial and boundary conditions as well as arbitrarily placed internal obstacles.
The program has beer, used previously to evaluate velocity distributions in the
CR3RP-IZX (8).

-"P-

SODIUM FLOW SIST5Z3U'IT0N (Continued)

VAEH-II provides a solution to the finite difference formulation of the
governing equations for an incompressible turbulent flow. !The governing
equations, in differential form, are:

2 — u. * 0
3x.

U2)

3

ili + L_(uiU-N- _ iis. - _iL_( R 4-)
3t

p 3XJ_
I
3ui

3XJ

3q

a

dt

dx^
j

3a
3t

J

s
+

£•

dX-;
J

o^ 3u,

£
3a*

2

'Hx •
1

3u. 2

p 3Xj
g

(13)
(2q) 2

3q .

ox. x
]

c 3.

ox-

j

3q

j.

(14)

u

a-

" 1 " T ^= *

(16)

The double subscript tensor notation has been used in equations (12) through (16)
where a repeated j indicates summation over all three values of j. Although
shown in cartesian form, the program will handle a cylindrical coordinate system
by internally modifying the equations to the appropriate form.
Equation (12) is the continuity equation for ah incompressible fluid.
Equation (13) is the unsteady momentum equation.

In the finite difference formu-

lation of equation (13). an additional distributed resistance term, r. defined
as:

is included.

1^2

This term is necessitated by the cellular description of the flow

field and the possible presence of solid obstacles within individual flow cells.
This term would not be present if infinitesimally small cell sizes could be used
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SQDITM FLOW DISTRIBUTION (Continued)
around any solid obstacles.

In that extreme case, the equations would reduce

to the original differential form and solid obstacles would become boundary
conditions.

In the finite difference formulation, only the overall boundaries

of the cellular grid are treated as boundary conditions. Local obstacles are
included within the flow field.
Equations O U ) and 0 5 ) provide a two-equation, three-parameter model of
the turbulence. Equation (lii) describes the distribution of turbulent kinetic
energy while equation 0 5 ) describes the variation of the turbulent kinematic
viscosity.

Equation (16) defines the Reynolds stress terns of equation (13).

The VAER-II analysis of the check valve was done in two parts. The flow
field in the recirculation region around the inlet flow passage was calculated
first.

The velocities calculated from this model were used as input to a

second model for the flow field downstream of the inlet passage.
this model was treated as a local obstacle.

The disc in

In the recirculation region analy-

sis, it was assumed, as would be expected, that the major velocity components
are circumferential and axial.

In the downstream model, the major velocity

components were assumed to be radial and axial.
Figure 6 shows averages of calculated circumferential and axial velocities
for the recirculation region model. These velocities give a recirculation of
about 35% of the total flow into the valve. A less sophisticated approach
based simply or. the equivalence of pressure losses for the recirculating and
straight-through flow path to the exit of the valve gave a recirculation of
about 30%. In this second approach, each right angle turn in a postulated flow
path was assumed to have the same loss coefficient regardless of whether the
flow path was in the main or recirculating flow stream.

The slightly higher

recirculation of the computer program was used to evaluate the heat transfer

SODIUM FLOW DISTRIBUTION (Continued)
In the recirculatiqn region, the average circumferential velocities are larger
than the axial velocities.

This tendency weakens as the recirculation region

ends beyond the seat ring. As explained previously in evaluating the most conservative heat transfer coefficients, these results were considered in generally
choosing annular correlations "based on axial velocities in the recirculation
region for the outside surface of the inlet pipe and flat plate corralations
further downstream for the inside surface of the valve body.

The velocities in

Figure 6 are based on full design flow into the valve. The highly turbulent
nature of the flow suggested that a Reynolds number invariance was a reasonable
description as Reynolds numbers greater than 1,000,000 in the inlet pipe were
typical, even at low flows.

It was therefore assumed that the flow distribu-

tion was similar for lower inlet flows and that local velocities decreased
linearly with decreases in the inlet velocity.

Provided that Reynolds nunber are

very large, Reynolds number invariance can also be used for other valve geometries to realistically justify use of a known flow distribution to evaluate
local and average velocities at flow rates other than the one used to develop
the known distribution.
At full flow, heat transfer coefficients ranged from as high as 29,200
W»m~ .°C~

(5136 BTU/hr -ft-°F) in Region 1 of the inlet assembly to as low as

1870 W-m"2.0C~1 (330 BTU/hr-ft2-°F) in Region 6C of the inlet assembly {Figure 2). Regions
with high coefficients, such as Region 1, had values decrease by as much as 80%
because of large decreases in flow rate during some of the transients considered.
Regions with initially low coefficients, such as Region 6C mentioned above, could
not undergo such large variations since molecular conduction provided a uniform
lower bound on the size of the coefficient.
SUMMARY
)
An approach to the problem of evaluating heat transfer coefficients in the
complex geometry of an LMPBR check valve has been presented.

The correlations

used to calculate the coefficients were based on a realistic assessment of the
-16-

SUMMARY (Continued)
flow patterns within the valve. Where choices between correlations were considered, the correlation that yielded results giving a aore conservative thermal
stress analysis was chosen.
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